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3 Metaphors and Child Health

Using Children’s Drawing of Metaphors to Explore Holistic Health:
A Qualitative Study
- Brief Methods
- Introducing Metaphors
- Drawing Health Step 1: Draw Your Health
- Drawing Health Step 2: Adding the Research Base
- Application of Research to Individual Metaphors of Health
- Reflection on the Introduction of This Research Base
- Drawing Health Step 3: Holistic Conceptions of Health

A Strength and a Caution
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4 Testing the Theory of Holism in Child Health Settings Using Quantitative Approaches

Our Quantitative Research Opportunity

Example 1: Analysing Family Systems Through a Holistic Measure
- How Does This Analysis Reflect Holistic Thinking?

Example 2: Analysis of Child Risk-taking Through a Holistic Measure
- How Does This Analysis Reflect Holistic Thinking?

Example 3: Creating a Holistic Measure for the Assessment of Child Health Status
- How Does This Analysis Reflect Holistic Thinking?

Example 4: Self-rated Health

Conclusion: How Do All of These Analyses Reflect Holistic Thinking?
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Triangulation of Findings
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Meta-theme 1: Holistic Thinking Makes a Valuable Contribution to Child Health

Meta-theme 2: Holistic Thinking Has Practical Utility for Child Health

Meta-theme 3: Holistic Thinking Helps Respect the Need for Balance in All Aspects of Health
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